
PRODUCT CATALOGUE



Hartlief Corporation Ltd is a multifaceted meat manufacturing 
company, selling raw and processed meat. 

Since 1946, our business philosophy has been grounded in integrity, 
professionalism and a continuous commitment to produce quality 
guaranteed products, based on the German tradition of the 

Fleischermeister. 

By carefully crafting each and every product, we are able to 
consistently deliver a delicious experience. 

This document serves as a comprehensive catalogue of our 
premium processed meat products.



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION SIZE

HARTLIEF COLD MEATS

BIERWURST
A cooked salami made from pork and beef, Bierwurst is smooth and subtle. It is packed with 
flavours of garlic and spices. Despite its name, Bierwurst does not contain beer, instead it should 
be eaten while enjoying a cold one. It originates from Bavaria in Germany.

100 g

HUNTER’S LOAF
A German-style cold meat, Hunter’s Loaf is made from pork and beef. It has a strong, yet pleasant, 
meaty taste. Hunter’s Loaf is flavoured with garlic and spices.

125 g

MEATLOAF FINE
A German-style Fleischkäse, which means “meat cheese”, Meatloaf is made from beef, pork and a 
variety of spices. The ingredients are ground together until they are fine,  
giving it a smooth, compact texture.

125 g

PASTRAMI
Tender and tasty beef brisket with a strong coriander taste. The pastrami is rich and flavourful 
with a delicious mix of spices along its edge. The name is derived from the Romanian pastra which 
means ‘to preserve’. It pairs well with other flavourful ingredients like mustard and rocket.

125 g

SMOKED BEEF
Paper thin slices of dark, rich and flavourful beef. These have a strong meaty taste and are the 
perfect accompaniment to any snack or cheese platter.

100 g

SMOKED CHICKEN ROLL 
Packed with flavour, our chicken roll is smooth and tasty. Both light and lean, smoky and spicy, it is 
a perfect accompaniment to any sandwich or salad.

125 g

SLICED TONGUE
Paper thin slices of dark, rich and flavourful beef. These have a strong meaty taste and are the 
perfect accompaniment to any snack or cheese platter.

125 g



HARTLIEF COOKED AND SCALDED POLONY (ROLLS)

TIROLER
With a coarse texture Tiroler is made from premium cuts of pork and beef. This spicy, savoury 
and flavourful roll is versatile, with hints of pepper, paprika, garlic and caraway. It pairs well with 
creamy textures and mild flavours. 

250 g

JAGDWURST
aGerman for “hunting sausage”, Jagdwurst is a juicy sausage made from beef and pork. It is 
pleasantly flavoured with a hint of garlic. Jagdwurst is traditionally served coated in breadcrumbs 
and fried.

250 g

JAGDWURST
German for “hunting sausage”, Jagdwurst is a juicy sausage made from beef and pork. It is 
pleasantly flavoured with a hint of garlic. Jagdwurst is traditionally served coated in breadcrumbs 
and fried.

500 g

FLEISCHWURST
With its smooth texture and subtle taste, Fleischwurst is made from premium quality cuts of pork 
and beef. It is also known as Bologna or Polony.

250 g

FLEISCHWURST
With its smooth texture and subtle taste, Fleischwurst is made from premium quality cuts of pork 
and beef. It is also known as Bologna or Polony.

500 g

HARTLIEF SAUSAGES

BOCKWURST
A traditional German-style sausage, made from premium quality pork and beef. Ideally served 
with mustard, this lightly seasoned and firm textured sausage is seasoned with hints of spices. 
First mentioned in Bavaria in 1827, Bockwurst is one of the most popular sausages in Germany and 
abroad.

380 g

COCKTAIL VIENNAS 
Subtle meaty flavours combine with a light smokiness in our cocktail viennas. Perfect for a picnic 
or party, they are made from premium quality pork and beef and our blend of spices.

275 g
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DEBREZINER
Named after the Hungarian city of Debrecen, this is a delicious and spicy Eastern European-style 
sausage. It’s perfect with a meal or simply as a snack.

220 g

KÄSEGRILLER
This cheesy sausage is made from premium quality beef, pork and Emmentaler cheese. It has 
a smooth, creamy texture and is bursting with flavour. The sausage pairs well with a spicy, 
flavourful mustard to cut through the richness. It should be served with a variety of artisan beers 
as part of a party snack platter.

400 g

RUSSIANS
A strong meaty flavour and an intense smoky finish, Russians are a popular choice. They originated 
in Russia during the first half of the 1900s as a method to preserve meat. The meat is cured and 
smoked using the original methods and recipes which have been used for many years. The result 
is a delicious sausage, packed with flavourful spices, which we have come to know and love.

380 g

SCHLOTFEGER
“Schlotfeger” means “chimney sweeper”, which is the perfect name for this smoky and spicy 
German-style sausage. This is ideal for anyone who loves sausage.

380 g

SMOKED VIENNAS (available in 250g and 500g)
Meaty and lightly smoked, our viennas are a firm favourite, for very good reason. Made from 
premium quality pork and beef and mixed with our signature blend of spices, they are lightly 
flavoured and have a strong texture.

250 g / 500 g

WIENER WÜRSTCHEN (available in 225g and 450g)
German for Vienna Sausage, as Würstchen is a traditional style sausage which is ideally served 
with mustard. It is made from premium cuts of pork and beef, and mixed with our blend of spices. 
Wiener Würstchen have a strong meaty and spicy flavour, with a firm and pleasant texture.

225 g / 450 g

NÜRNBERGER BRATWURST
Cook this thin, German-style fresh pork sausage on the braai or pan fry it, you won’t regret it. 
It’s seasoned with delicious herbs for added taste.

220 g



SHOW BRATWURST
A traditional German pork sausage, Hartlief's signature Show Bratwurst remains a firm favourite. 
Being a raw sausage, it is ideal for frying or grilling on the braai and served with German mustard.

380 g

HARTLIEF COOKED VACUUM PACK PRODUCTS

FARM SMOKED HAM
A Namibian ham specialty made with only the best cuts of pork, carefully flavoured with our 
special blend of spices and salt and lightly smoked to perfection. Farm smoked Ham is light and 
tasty. It is a perfect accompaniment to every meal.

100 g

GERMAN COOKED HAM
A mildly spiced ham filled with meaty flavours and a pleasant texture. Made from premium quality 
pork, it is produced using the same traditional methods which we’ve always used.

100 g

KAISERFLEISCH
The Emperor of the Hartlief ham selection, Kaiserfleisch is known around the world as a royal 
meat. Smooth and fresh, light in texture and with a pleasant flavour, anything made with 
Kaiserfleisch will be the highlight of your menu. It is created using light and lean pork loin.

125 g

SANDWICH HAM 
Made from premium quality pork, our Namibian-made sandwich ham is ideal for snacks and 
pasta. It is made using the same traditional methods which we've always used.

100 g

COOKED HAM
The familiar taste we all know and love, cooked ham is packed full of subtle pork flavours. Ideal for 
snacks and pasta, it is also the perfect filling for a lunchtime sandwich.

125 g
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BACK BACON
Packed with savoury, meaty flavours, back bacon is always a popular choice. Traditional British 
back bacon is sliced to include the pork loin and the tasty belly in one cut. It is much leaner than 
the streaky bacon which is sliced only from the pork belly.

150 g

BITSY BACON 
Rich and tasty, our bacon is packed with flavour. Bitsy Bacon is ideal as a pizza topping. It can also 
be sprinkled over pasta and salad for an easy, healthy meal.

150 g

STREAKY BACON
Our streaky bacon is full of flavour and quick to become crispy. Streaky bacon is cut from the pork 
belly, the tastiest part of the meat and has long fatty layers which run parallel to the rind. The 
fatty layers are what give the bacon its distinctive meaty and flavourful taste.

150 g
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HARTLIEF SMOKED & FERMENTED PRODUCTS

BEEF SALAMI
Deliciously smooth and packed with flavour, Hartlief uses only premium quality meat for its beef 
salami. It is darker in colour and leaner than other types of salami making it a healthy choice.

100 g

DAUERWURST
Made from premium quality meat, Dauerwurst is matured to give it a distinctive aroma. Spicy and 
flavourful, it packs a strong punch. It is a traditional Northern German style salami and pairs well 
with other intensely flavoured foods like olives, garlic and chilli.

230 g

GAME SALAMI
Our Game Salami is rich in flavour and colour. It is made from premium quality game and pairs 
well with other strong flavours like gorgonzola and other blue cheeses. Game Salami is best 
served as part of snack platters for parties with other richly flavoured meats and many bottles of 
artisan beer.

100 g

HARTLIEF BACON 



GERMAN SALAMI 
Our traditional German style salami is created using the same methods which have been used 
for many years. Mild in flavour and delicately smoked, German Salami is flavourful with hints of 
spices. Salami first became popular many years ago because it remains fresh for up to 30 to 40 
days at room temperature.

100 g

GERMAN SALAMI SHORT 
Our traditional German style salami is created using the same methods which have been 
used for many years. Mild in flavour and delicately smoked, German Salami is flavourful  
with hints of spices. Salami first became popular many years ago because it remains fresh for up 
to 30 to 40 days at room temperature.

230 g

ITALIAN SALAMI
Made from premium quality pork and beef, our Italian style salami is matured in the traditional 
manner as has been done for hundreds of years. It is well matured and has a distinct air-dried 
flavour. Salami has a long history in Italian gastronomy with its origins tracing back to pre-Roman 
times.

100 g

ITALIAN SALAMI SHORT
Made from premium quality pork and beef, our Italian style salami is matured in the traditional 
manner as has been done for hundreds of years. It is well matured and has a distinct air-dried 
flavour. Salami has a long history in Italian gastronomy with its origins tracing back to pre-Roman 
times.

230 g

PEPPER SALAMI
Packed with a prominent pepper flavour, this salami is smooth in texture and rich in colour. It is 
made using a combination of red, black and green peppercorns. Pepper salami pairs well with the 
sweet, fruity flavours of strawberries and figs for a uniquely pleasing flavour combination.

100 g

PEPPER SALAMI SHORT
Packed with a prominent pepper flavour, this salami is smooth in texture and rich in colour. It is 
made using a combination of red, black and green peppercorns. Pepper salami pairs well with the 
sweet, fruity flavours of strawberries and figs for a uniquely pleasing flavour combination.

230 g

SALAMI SELECTION
A selection of some of our most popular salamis – German, Edel and Pepper. Our salamis, made 
from premium quality meat, are the perfect choice for party platters and easy snacks.

100 g
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WINDHOEK SALAMI 
Just as Windhoek is the capital of Namibia, Windhoek Salami is the centre of our range. Rich and 
intensely flavoured, this Hartlief speciality is the perfect addition to every meal. It pairs especially 
well with big flavours like gorgonzola, olives, basil and dill.

100 g

COPPA
This delicious Italian-style ham is a specialty made from pork neck. It's cured, smoked and thinly 
sliced - perfect for a platter or a sandwich.

100 g

BLACK FOREST HAM
Lightly flavoured with a strong smoky finish, Black Forest Ham has a pleasant, smooth texture. 
It is made from premium quality deboned pork leg and cured for several weeks before it is cold 
smoked. It pairs well with complementary flavours like figs, gorgonzola and Shiraz. This is one 
of the most popular types of ham – and the proof is in the tasting!

100 g

SCHINKENSPECK
This German-style ham is a delicious specialty made pork loin. Cured, smoked and thinly sliced - 
it's ready to eat and can be served either hot or cold.

100 g

HARTLIEF SNACK RANGE

BEEF BILTONG
Hartlief Biltong is made from premium quality beef and combined with our unique blend of salt 
and spices to create a rich and meaty flavour. Perfect on its own or in a meal, biltong is a classic 
staple in Southern Africa for a very good reason.

80 g

CHILLI BITES
Made with premium quality beef, our Chilli Bites are flavourful and have a kick of chilli. They are 
ideally served at a gathering with loved ones or for a quick snack on the go.

80 g
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BEEF DROËWORS
Premium quality sausage made from beef which has been hung and dried to create a flavourful 
dried sausage. Ideal for between meal snacks, at a picnic and relaxing on the couch, Hartlief 
droewors is best paired with just about any occasion.

100 g

GAME BILTONG
Our Game Biltong is made from premium quality game meat which is combined with our blend 
of herbs and spices to give it a flavourful, spicy taste. It can be served on its own or as part of a 
platter at all of your social events.

80 g

KABANOSSI
Made from premium quality pork and beef, Kabanossi is smoky and spicy. It is a hearty snack 
with just a hint of garlic. It has a pleasantly firm texture and pairs well with strong flavours like 
marinated pepperdews stuffed with cream cheese.

80 g

LANDJÄGER 
A combination of premium quality beef and pork, Landjäger has an intense, savoury flavour and distinct 
taste of caraway seed which is followed by a pleasing aftertaste. Landjäger is traditionally made in Southern 
Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Alsace and is a semi-dried sausage. Its name is derived from folk 
etymology. Its firm texture makes it ideal to add to a caprese skewer of tomato, basil and mozzarella. It pairs 
especially well with beer.

80 g

MEDITERRAÑOS
A Mediterranean-style sausage made from pork and packed with spices. Bursting with flavour, this 
tasty sausage will take your tastebuds on a trip to Italy, Spain and Greece with each bite.

100 g

HARTLIEF SPREADS

BILTONG SPREAD
Our Biltong Spread is made from premium quality pork and beef. Flavourful, with a coarse, 
pleasant texture, it is the perfect addition to easy lunchtime sandwiches or convenient party 
snacks.

125 g
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CONTINENTAL LIVER SPREAD
A lovely, fine texture allows the prominent flavour of liver to take centre stage. 125 g

FARMSTYLE LIVER SPREAD
A distinct liver flavour with a smooth, creamy texture. This spread serves as an excellent 
accompaniment to the strong flavours of pepperdew and ginger.

125 g

ZWIEBELING
An intensely flavoured liver spread with a coarse texture. It is created using roasted onions, giving 
it a complex, well-rounded flavour.

125 g

GOLD PATÉ
Smooth and silky, this liver spread packs a powerful punch of flavour. 200 g

METTWURST
A smoked coarse meat spread made from pork. Ready to eat. 175 g

TEEWURST 
A delicately and textured flavoured smoked meat spread made from pork. Ready to eat. 175 g

HARTLIEF RAW SMOKED MEAT



HUNTER’S LOAF
A German-style cold meat, Hunter’s Loaf is made from pork and beef. It has a strong, yet pleasant, 
meaty taste. Hunter’s Loaf is flavoured with garlic and spices.

±3 kg

MEATLOAF
A German-style Fleischkäse, which means “meat cheese”, Meatloaf is made from beef, pork and 
a variety of spices. The ingredients are ground together until they are fine, giving it a smooth, 
compact texture.

±2 kg

PASTRAMI
Tender and tasty beef brisket with a strong coriander taste. The pastrami is rich and flavourful 
with a delicious mix of spices along its edge. The name is derived from the Romanian “pastra” 
which means “to preserve”. It pairs well with other flavourful ingredients like mustard and rocket.

±3.5 kg

SMOKED BEEF
Dark, rich and flavourful beef. Smoked Beef has a strong meaty taste and is the perfect 
accompaniment to any snack or cheese platter.

±2 kg

SMOKED GAME
Produced from natural Namibian game meat, the smoked game is an exceptionally lean meat and 
best served when thinly sliced. It has a strong meat taste and is a perfect accompaniment to any 
snack or cheese platter. It pairs well with goats’ cheese and figs.

±1.5 kg

COOKED TONGUE IN ASPIC
Made from premium quality beef, Hartlief tongue is smooth and flavourful. ±3.9 kg

HOMEMADE ASPIC
A unique taste combination of meat and vinegar, homemade aspic is made from premium quality 
meat.

±2.5 kg

HARTLIEF BULK SELECTION
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KAISERFLEISCH
The Emperor of the Hartlief ham selection, Kaiserfleisch is known around the world as a royal meat. 
Smooth and fresh, light in texture and with a pleasant flavour, anything made with Kaiserfleisch will 
be the highlight of your menu. It is created using light and lean pork loin.

±2.5 kg

FARM SMOKED HAM
A Namibian ham specialty made with only the best cuts of pork, carefully flavoured with our 
special blend of spices and salt and lightly smoked to perfection, Farm Smoked Ham is light and 
tasty. It is a perfect accompaniment to every meal.

±3 kg

COOKED HAM
The familiar taste we all know and love, cooked ham is packed full of subtle pork flavours. Ideal for 
snacks and pasta, it is also the perfect filling for a lunchtime sandwich.

±2.5 kg

GERMAN COOKED HAM
A mildly spiced ham filled with meaty flavours and a pleasant texture. Made from premium quality 
pork, it is produced using the same traditional methods, which we’ve always used.

±3.5 kg

GYPSY HAM
Gypsy Ham is a mildly smoked ham specialty made from the pork leg. A product of high quality, it 
is juicy, firm and full of aroma. It is ideal for platters, sandwiches or a cold meal.

±3.5 kg

BACK BACON
Packed with savoury, meaty flavours, Back Bacon is always a popular choice. Traditional British back 
bacon is sliced to include the pork loin and the tasty belly in one cut. It is much leaner than the 
streaky bacon, which is sliced only from the pork belly.

±2.5 kg

STREAKY BACON
Our Streaky Bacon is full of flavour and quick to become crispy. Streaky Bacon is cut from the pork 
belly, the tastiest part of the meat, and has long fatty layers which run parallel to the rind. The fatty 
layers are what give the bacon its distinctive meaty and flavourful taste.

±2.5 kg
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BEEF SALAMI
Deliciously smooth and packed with flavour, Hartlief uses only premium quality meat for its Beef 
Salami. It is darker in colour and leaner than other types of salami making it a healthy choice.

±1.4 kg

GERMAN SALAMI
Our traditional German style salami is created using the same methods, which have been used for 
many years. Mild in flavour and delicately smoked, German Salami is flavourful with hints of spices. 
Salami first became popular many years ago because it remains fresh for up to 30 to 40 days at 
room temperature.

±1.4 kg

ITALIAN SALAMI
Made from premium quality pork and beef, our Italian style salami is matured in the traditional 
manner as has been done for hundreds of years. It is well matured and has a distinct air-dried 
flavour. Salami has a long history in Italian gastronomy with its origins tracing back to pre-Roman 
times.

±1.4 kg

PEPPER SALAMI
Packed with a prominent pepper flavour, this salami is smooth in texture and rich in colour. It is made 
using a combination of red, black and green peppercorns. Pepper Salami pairs well with the sweet 
fruity flavours of strawberries and figs for a uniquely pleasing flavour combination.

±1.4 kg

WINDHOEK SALAMI
Just as Windhoek is the capital of Namibia, Windhoek Salami is the centre of our range. Rich and 
intensely flavoured, this Hartlief speciality is the perfect addition to every meal. It pairs especially 
well with big flavours like gorgonzola, olives, basil and dill.

±1.4 kg

EDEL SALAMI
Light in colour and flavour, Edel Salami has a smoky taste. It has a fine, smooth texture. Its delicate 
flavour pairs well with strong ingredients like cheddar and olives. Edel Salami is very different in 
taste and texture to other salamis as its long and varied history has allowed it to be adapted over 
the years.

±1.4 kg

BLACK FOREST HAM
Lightly flavoured with a strong smoky finish, Black Forest Ham has a pleasant, smooth texture. 
It is made from premium quality deboned pork leg and cured for several weeks before it is cold 
smoked. It pairs well with complementary flavours like figs, gorgonzola and Shiraz. This is one of 
the most popular types of ham – and the proof is in the tasting.

±2.5 kg
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CHORIZO 
This Iberian-style sausage with paprika has a distinctive taste and is delicious eaten on its own or 
in a dish. It’s a definite taste bud pleaser.

±250 g

BOCKWURST
A traditional German-style sausage, made from premium quality pork and beef. Ideally served 
with mustard, this lightly flavoured and firm textured sausage is flavoured with hints of spices. 
First mentioned in Bavaria in 1827, Bockwurst is one of the most popular sausages in Germany and 
abroad.

±1.5 kg

RUSSIANS
A strong meaty flavour and an intense smoky finish, Russians are a popular choice. They 
originated in Russia during the first half of the 1900s as a method to preserve meat. The meat is 
cured and smoked using the original methods and recipes which have been used for many years. 
The result is a delicious sausage, packed with flavourful spices, which we have come to know and 
love.

±1.5 kg

SMOKED VIENNAS
Meaty and lightly smoked, our viennas are a firm favourite, for a very good reason. Made from 
premium quality pork and beef and mixed with our signature blend of spices, they are lightly 
flavoured and have a strong texture. A pleasantly flavourful aftertaste lingers.

±3.5 kg

FOOTLONG VIENNAS
Meaty and lightly smoked, our viennas are a firm favourite, for a very good reason. Made from 
premium quality pork and beef and mixed with our signature blend of spices, they are lightly 
flavoured and have a strong texture.

±2 kg

WIENER WÜRSTCHEN
German for Vienna Sausage, our Wiener Würstchen are a traditional style sausage which is ideally 
served with mustard. It is made from premium cuts of pork and beef and mixed with our blend 
of spices. Wiener Würstchen have a strong meaty and spicy flavour, with a firm and pleasant 
texture.

±3.5 kg

SHOW BRATWURST
A traditional German pork sausage, Hartlief’s signature Show Bratwurst remains a firm favourite. 
Being a raw sausage, it is ideal for frying or grilling on the braai and served with German mustard.

±1.5 kg
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LANDJÄGER
A combination of premium quality beef and pork, Landjäger has an intense flavour and distinct 
taste of caraway seed which is followed by a pleasing aftertaste. Landjäger is traditionally made 
in Southern Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Alsace and is a semi-dried sausage. Its name is 
derived from folk etymology. Its firm texture makes it ideal to add to a caprese skewer of tomato, 
basil and mozzarella. It pairs especially well with beer.

±1 kg

KABANOSSI
Made from premium quality pork and beef, Kabanossi is smoky and spicy. It is a hearty snack 
with just a hint of garlic. It has a pleasantly firm texture and pairs will with strong flavours like 
marinated sweet peppers stuffed with cream cheese. 

±1 kg



CONTACT US TODAY

Hartlief Namibia
www.hartlief.com.na

HARTLIEF FACTORY, RUHR ST, 
WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA

+264 61 267 700

info@hartlief.com.na




